OLD SACRAMENTO, DOWNTOWN, MIDTOWN & EAST SACRAMENTO RESTAURANTS

OLD SACRAMENTO

**Delta Bar & Grill** *(Aboard the Delta King Riverboat)*
1000 Front St. // (916) 444-5464
www.deltaking.com/delta-bar-grill
This casual cousin of the Pilothouse boasts picturesque views, whether you’re sitting inside the cozy dark wood dining room or out on the deck, watching the river roll lazily by. It features an eclectic menu including the Delta King Chop and Sierra Nevada beer-battered rock cod.

**The Firehouse Restaurant**
1112 Second St. // (916) 442-4772
www.firehouseoldsac.com
Sacramento’s most award-winning, fine dining restaurant offers seasonal cuisine, a renowned wine list, lunch/dinner, outdoor dining and private events. This historic restaurant has the most sommeliers in the capital and is a recipient of Wine Spectator magazine’s ‘Best of Award of Excellence.’ It is located in the elegantly restored 1853 firehouse with a tree-canopied rustic brick courtyard. The establishment can seat groups up to 120 inside and up to 300 in the courtyard.

**Hoppy Railyard Kitchen & Hopgarden**
1022 2nd St. // (916) 451-4677
www.hoppy.com
How open in Old Sacramento, Hoppy serves brunch, lunch, dinner, “Hoppy Hour” and late night eats with menu nods to Old Sacramento’s railroad history. The taphouse has 9,000 square feet of space and a patio with outdoor dining options.

**Joe’s Crab Shack**
1210 Front St. // (916) 553-4249
www.joescrabshack.com
Joe’s Crab Shack is quickly becoming everyone’s favorite seafood restaurant with 127 locations in more than 30 states. Joe’s serves fun times and serious seafood, with more than 25 crab items on the menu in addition to fish, lobster, mussels, clams and shrimp. Welcome to the Third Coast, A.K.A. the Gulf Coast.

**Pilothouse Restaurant** *(Aboard the Delta King Riverboat)*
1000 Front St. // (916) 441-4440
www.deltaking.com/pilothouse
The award-winning Pilothouse Restaurant is called a “must dine destination” by The Sacramento Bee. The restaurant is located on the authentic 285-foot riverboat, the Delta King. There are few more uniquely appealing options in Sacramento than one that lets you dine on the river.

**Rio City Café**
1110 Front St. // (916) 442-8226
www.riocitycafe.com
Rio City Café boasts the best views in Sacramento: From the historic Tower Bridge to the Ziggurat (pyramid) and the Sacramento River. This replica of an 1800s steamship warehouse is ideal for every occasion: Cocktails, a casual meal, a large reception or private celebration. Enjoy farm fresh California cuisine and 2-hour parking validation for the Tower Parking Garage.
RESTAURANTS cont.

River City Saloon
916 Second St. // (916) 443-6852
www.therivercitysaloon.com
The last Old West Saloon in Sacramento is kid-friendly till 9:00 p.m. with $.25 sarsaparillas, peanut shells on the floor and fun for all! Late night this is the place to be for adults with no cover charge. In 1861, the building was one of Johanna Heigle’s houses of ill repute. Today a beautiful 1905 Triple Arch Brunswick antique bar serves drinks, appetizers and sandwiches.

Slice of Old Sacramento
1019 Second St. // (916) 443-6761
www.sliceofoldsac.com
Slice of Old Sacramento offers premium quality pizza for the local community. All of their pizzas start with a house-made dough prepared with organic flour, topped with an organic, house-made red sauce and freshly shredded mozzarella cheese. They offer pizza-by-the-slice with a variety of toppings as well as whole pizzas, made to order, for takeout, or delivery within Old Sacramento.

Steamers Bakery & Café
101 K St. // (916) 737-5252
www.steamersoldsac.com
Situated in the heart of Old Sacramento, Steamers offers a refreshing choice for a quality casual meal or bakery bite, or quick cup of coffee or tea in a welcoming setting. Established in 1994 as a coffee house Steamers meets the needs of the Old Sacramento district by adding a full breakfast and lunch menu, as well as beer and wine. Outside tables are also available.

Tower Bridge Bistro
(Inside the Embassy Suites Hotel)
100 Capitol Mall // (916) 326-5050
www.towerbridgebistro.com
Tower Bridge Bistro’s menu tries to duplicate the diversity of California in true bistro style. The menu changes often to utilize available resources, and focuses on the vibrant colors, textures, and most importantly, flavors that define the California culinary experience. Sit back and enjoy the casual elegance and local seasonal cuisine.

DOWNTOWN

Amourath 1819
1209 L St. (Inside the Hyatt Regency) // (916) 321-3610
https://sacramento.regency.hyatt.com
Located in our newly renovated lobby in Downtown Sacramento, Amourath 1819 serves as the hotel’s main gathering spot and features an expansive adjacent patio with fireplaces. Unwind by sipping one of Amourath’s many specialty drinks, take pleasure in a glass of wine from the extensive wine list, or catch the score of your favorite game.

Bangkok @ 12
900 12th St. (at I St.) // (916) 443-5588
www.bangkok12restaurant.com
A simple restaurant in downtown Sacramento keeping true to its origin, focusing on authentic Thai food and flavor. Their passion is to provide extraordinary value for their guests. Diners who have traveled to Thailand may recognize Bangkok’s Marble Temple, the reclining Buddha at Wat Pho.
RESTAURANTS cont.

**The Bank on J**  
629 J St. // (916) 557-9910  
thebank629j.com  
Sacramento’s new food hall inhabiting a 107 year old D.O. Mills Bank building. With food options from Sac Poke Bros., Platypus Pizza Co, and Station 8 Burgers, The Bank also hosts an extensive wine bar, a beer vault which is actually located in the original bank vault and unique dining spaces. The Bank is available for private events.

**Brasserie du Monde**  
1201 K St. #100 // (916) 329-8033  
brasseredumonde.com/  
“We’re offer more than just food and drink,” says Owner Aziz Bellarbi-Salah, “We’re providing our guests with all the charm and romance associated with the French way of living. Whether you just want to come into the café and grab a quick salad or sandwich to go sit in Capitol Park, or you want to sit in the Brasserie and enjoy an extended dining experience, we want you to have that. That is the charm of life.”

**Burger Lounge**  
405 K St., Suite 230 (in DOCO) // (916) 701-9455  
www.burgerlounge.com  
We take common recipes to new heights by crafting them with familiar ingredients sourced specifically for taste. Burgers with grass-fed beef and free-range turkey, salads featuring organic spinach and mizuna, a cod sandwich that’s sustainably-sourced...the list goes on and on. An uncomplicated, tastefully-sourced approach is what we’re all about.

**Burgers & Brew**  
1409 R St. // (916) 442-0900  
burgersbrew.com/  
Enjoy scrumptious burgers, brews (obviously) and other sandwiches, soups, and salads. Try the Spicy Guacamole Cheeseburger, Lamb Burger or Bacon & Jalapeno Burger with a side of onion rings or sweet potato fries. You’ll need some extra time to navigate through the giant menu of beers on tap and in bottles.

**Café A Cote**  
1201 K St. // (916) 329-8033  
cafeacote.com/  
Serving classic French fare with strong flavors from both the city and country, Café A Cote is great for grab-n-go or dine in and enjoy. From quick pastries and coffee to casual sit-down lunch and dinner to late night happy hour, Café a Cote is Brasserie Capitale’s more casual cousin.

**Café Bernardo R15 / R15 Bar**  
1431 R St. // (916) 930-9191  
www.cafebernardo.com  
Inspired by the European tradition of cafe dining, Cafe Bernardo is a comfortable place to go anytime for fresh, high quality food at a reasonable price. R15 is a one-of-a-kind experience with four pool tables, 14 42-inch flatscreens and 10 cable boxes (for hundreds of channels including virtually every sports season ticket).
Cafeteria 15L
1116 15th St. // (916) 492-1960
www.cafeteria15l.com
Traditional dishes are created with a twist to evoke the nostalgia and comfort of a home-cooked meal. Open for lunches, dinners and late-night weekend dining, Cafeteria 15L’s menu items feature farm-to-table fresh homespun creations. The use of reclaimed woods, industrial light fixtures and an array of mixed and matched chairs create an atmosphere both whimsical and cozy. Cafeteria presents moderately-priced comfort food and happy hour specials.

Camden Spit & Larder
555 Capitol Mall #100 // (916) 619-8897
www.camdenspitandlarder.com
Chef Oliver Ridgeway debuts Camden Spit & Larder, a modern London-inspired eatery, in Downtown Sacramento. Deriving personal inspiration from Chef Ridgeway’s London-born roots, this cosmopolitan eatery is dedicated to showcasing the pristine ingredients of the surrounding region with its bold design, bustling bar scene, and prime private dining facilities.

Capitol Garage Fodder & Libations
1500 K St. // (916) 444-3633
www.capitolgarage.com
Capitol Garage, like day and night, opens as a cafe ready to serve our premium organic coffee and espresso drinks. Our full kitchen creates mouth-watering breakfasts, appetizers, sandwiches and more. Once the sun goes down, the candles come, and sugar and cream give way to an experienced bar staff pouring awesome drinks as you enjoy our nightclub and lounge.

Crest Café & Catering
1017 K St., 95828 // (916) 444-2722
www.crestcafeonline.com
Crest Café is conveniently located in the heart of Downtown next to Sacramento's Historic Landmark the Crest Theatre. A family-owned and operated business, they serve authentic, fresh and delicious Mediterranean cuisine representative of the entire region.

Dawson's Steakhouse
1209 L St. (Inside the Hyatt Regency) // (916) 321-3600
https://sacramento.regency.hyatt.com
The cuisine is prepared using the freshest ingredients and unexpected twists on modern American classics with signature dishes like the bone-in ribeye, seafood cioppino, and lobster mac and cheese. Don’t end the evening without a slice of Vo’s famous carrot cake. Chef Jason Poole and his team are continually perfecting their techniques so that your dining experience is a memorable one. Open nightly for dinner.

Echo & Rig
555 J St. Suite 150 (inside Kimpton Sawyer Hotel) // (916) 619-8939
www.echoandrig.com
The 2nd location of chef-owner Sam Marvin's meat-focused establishment—which embraces the concept of nose-to-tail dining. Its extensive lineup of meats will include cuts like Bavette, rib eye cap and spencer (aka a boneless rib eye), with sauce choices like blue cheese, lemon chimichurri and red wine demi-glace. Located in the Sawyer Hotel, steps from the new revitalized DOCO.
Ella Dining Room & Bar
1131 K St. // (916) 443-3772
www.elladiningroomandbar.com/
With accolades for food, service, and design from local, national and international publications and organizations, Ella is ideally located near farmers markets, the convention center, the Capitol, and DOCO. They are dedicated to promoting local, sustainable growers, farmers, ranchers and artisans. This is the must-see restaurant in Sacramento with seasonal cuisine, lunch and dinner, bar and lounge. Michelin 2019 Michelin Plate recipient.

Estelle’s Patisserie
David J Stern Walk #100 // (916) 551-1500
www.estellespatisserie.com
A charming, warmly lit French bakery and espresso bar that is dedicated to quality in the heart of downtown Sacramento. All of our baked goods are made daily on site using fresh local ingredients and produce. Enjoy a croissant and espresso for breakfast or Prosciutto and brie sandwich for lunch and don’t forget a macaron or tart for dessert. Estelle’s is dedicated to serving only the best to their customers and doing so with a smile.

Foundation Restaurant & Bar
400 L St. // (916) 321-9522
foundationrestaurantandbar.com/
An up and coming neighborhood eatery with a nostalgic bar from old San Francisco featuring local farm produce, sustainable fresh fish and humanely raised meats. Chef Jeramie Smith is a 20 year veteran of the local culinary scene honing his knowledge and skills working at the finest restaurants in Northern California.

Frank Fat’s
806 L St. // (916) 442-7092
www.fatsrestaurants.com
Since 1939, the original Frank Fat’s has been proudly serving refined Chinese cuisine in an elegant atmosphere that showcases modern and ancient Asian artifacts. Fine wine & spirits and VIP service have made this restaurant a staple among influential legislators. A Sacramento institution, it is home to exclusive ‘Capitol lunch’ and ‘wild game’ menus, and the legendary banana cream pie! Michelin 2019 Bib Gourmand recipient.

Grange Restaurant & Bar
926 J St. (Inside the Citizen Hotel) // (916) 492-4450
www.grangesacramento.com/
Grange is a culinary expression that reflects the authentic essence and soul of its community while celebrating the flavors of California's Central Valley. Drawn to Sacramento because of its unique position as an agricultural hub, Chef Ridgeway adds his own style and flair to the menu while honoring farm-fresh ingredients. Simple and elegant, served with sophistication. Michelin 2019 Michelin Plate recipient.
RESTAURANTS cont.

**House Kitchen & Bar**  
555 Capitol Mall // (916) 498-9924  
[www.houseoncapitol.com](http://www.houseoncapitol.com)  
Classic comfort food with a contemporary twist, while exceeding the service expectations of all of our guests. We truly want everyone to feel as if they are a guest in our "house". Steps from the Golden 1 Center, House brings an inviting homey flair, serving up modern comfort food.

**Il Fornaio**  
400 Capitol Mall // (916) 446-4100  
[www.ilfornaio.com](http://www.ilfornaio.com)  
Early mornings bring rustic, crisp crusted bread hot from the oven accompanied by the scent of fresh brewed espresso. During the day, pastas and flavorful sauces simmer while meats and vegetables roast over hot coals. Bottles of wine from small, regional wineries are uncorked to complement the dishes, crafted in the custom of Italy's chefs, bakers and homemakers.

**Iron Horse Tavern**  
1800 15th St. // (916) 448-4488  
[www.ironhorsetavern.net](http://www.ironhorsetavern.net)  
Named after the locomotives that once rumbled down R Street, Iron Horse features a style that interweaves the area’s industrial heritage with a modern aesthetic. The menu is eclectic, fun and a little unexpected. The sleek bar features booths and a fireplace, while the comfortable outdoor patio invites guests to dine and drink alfresco.

**Kodaiko Ramen & Bar**  
718 K St. // (916) 426-8863  
[www.kodaikoramen.com](http://www.kodaikoramen.com)  
Our Cooks will prepare your meal with fresh, quality, seasonal ingredients with respect to tradition and an eye for innovation. Attention and care will be paid to every bite and every bowl that leaves our kitchen. Our Bar will pour craft quality, well-balanced and thoughtful beverages with a focus on elevating your experience. We will not overwhelm you with options, but we will have options enough for you. We gather the best of ingredients—both in and out of the kitchen, in product and in people—to give you the best experience around!

**La Cosecha**  
917 9th St. // (916) 970-5354  
[lacosechasacramento.com](http://lacosechasacramento.com)  
An oasis in the heart of Downtown Sacramento that showcases the style of Sacramento and the spirit of México. Sit comfortably outside on our Patio, enjoy the comfort and beauty inside or visit at our outdoor bar. It’s the feeling of being connected – to a place, a time, and a community.

**Magpie Caterers Market & Café**  
1601 16th St. // (916) 452-7594  
[www.maggiecafe.com](http://www.maggiecafe.com)  
Magpie offers menus inspired by the fresh, high-quality ingredients available seasonally, with an emphasis on those from Northern California. Their food celebrates the idea that a meal should combine the simplicity of quality with the complexity of variety.
Malt & Mash
715 K St. // (916) 476-4403
www.maltmash.com/
This fun, high-energy restaurant and bar celebrates the beautiful history of Irish-American culture, from the beautiful interior and exterior design to the amazing beer & spirit program to the modern twist on Irish bar faire. What has been created here is a modern take on the classic Irish pub, blending exciting new trends with classic tradition.

Mas Tacos
1800 15th St. Suite D // (916) 706-1330
www.mastacobar.com
Mas Taco Bar features unique, untraditional tacos ranging from pork belly and duck confit, to Korean fried chicken and fried oysters, to name a few. The tacos run the gamut of flavors, and the menu also features appetizers, a handful of “not tacos,” bowls and desserts. The cocktail menu offers specialty margaritas and craft cocktails handmade with fresh ingredients, easily paired with any taco. Of course, the Mas menu includes 25 beers and more than 50 tequilas to explore and taste.

The Melting Pot
814 15th St. // (916) 443-2347
meltingpot.com/sacramento
The Melting Pot of Sacramento offers a relaxed atmosphere, attentive service, an award-winning wine list and fabulous gourmet fondue dinners. It is a premier fondue restaurant where guests can tailor their visit with a four-course dining experience including cheese fondue, salad, entree and dessert, and allow time to savor the experience.

MidiCi Neapolitan Pizza
728 K St. // (916) 431-7341
mymidici.com/stores/california/sacramento/sacramento
Ciao! We are conveniently located on K St. a short walk to the Golden 1 Center. Come dine with us before concerts or Kings basketball or stop in after for drinks and great food! Enjoy wood-fired Neapolitan pizza & calzones, appetizers, salads, and desserts, including our signature Nutella calzone. Our food is made with fresh, natural and mostly non-GMO ingredients in our open kitchen. Sit under the tree or at the bar with a glass of wine, local craft beer, or one of our signature cocktails.

Mikuni Japanese Restaurant & Sushi Bar
1530 J St. // (916) 447-2112
www.mikunisushi.com
Mikuni is an award-winning sushi bar and restaurant where traditional Japanese cuisine blends with American innovation, served up in an eclectic, energetic dining setting. Aside from the amazing food, this is a place to see and be seen. The large bar, exotic concoctions and large, flat screen TVs make it a great place to hang out and stay awhile.

MIX Downtown
1525 L St. (inside The Firestone Building, Upper Level) // (916) 442-8899
www.mixdowntown.net
Mix brings hip sophistication to Sacramento’s expanding urban restaurant core. The small plates and lounge create an inviting social scene with a rooftop patio featuring fire pits, spacious bars, and an intimate dance floor. The menu features creative hand-crafted cocktails and an expansive wine list with 25 wines by the glass.
RESTAURANTS cont.

**Morgan's Restaurant**
1230 J St. (Inside the Sheraton Grand Sacramento) // (916) 341-4100  
www.sheratonsacramento.com
With its famous open atrium environment in the historic Public Market Building, Morgan’s offers a relaxed setting for breakfast, lunch and dinner. It features “California fresh cuisine” using seasonal menus with the freshest ingredients unleashing the best flavors from our local farms.

**Morton's the Steakhouse**
621 Capitol Mall (Inside the U.S. Bank Tower) // (916) 442-5091  
www.mortons.com
Morton’s has grown to over 69 restaurants, but the vision is the same today as it was when their first restaurant opened in Chicago in 1978. Driven by the desire to provide genuine hospitality, they offer a setting where people truly care, and they show it in everything they do. Enjoy USDA Prime Aged steaks, fresh seafood and the award winning wine list. Private boardrooms are also available.

**Oishii Sushi & Karaoke Bar**
1000 K St. // (916) 557-8088  
www.oishisushikaraoke.com
Oishii is a one-stop food and entertainment venue for top-quality Sushi and grilled delicacies. Enjoy VIP accommodations, private karaoke rooms and a full bar. Oishii has 15 unique private karaoke booths that can accommodate a variety of party sizes - business or personal - while you belt out your favorite tunes. Parking validation is available.

**Orchid Thai**
1609 16th St. // (916) 476-3681  
www.orchidthai916.com/
Sacramento’s best authentic traditional Thai food, Orchid Thai’s recipes have been passed through generations using only the freshest ingredients. They offer masterful mixology with a beautifully designed craft cocktail menu sure to please the palate. Bonus: They building is sustainable, certified LEED Platinum.

**Pieology**
1020 16th St. // (916) 447-1695  
www.pieology.com/
Pieology provides positive inspiration and connection through the creation of delicious and affordable personally inspired pizzas. Pieology inspires people to explore their unique tastes with any combination of house-made crusts, signature sauces, unlimited fresh toppings and garden fresh made-to-order salads - all ready to eat in less than 5 minutes.

**Pizza Press**
405 K St., Suite 240 // (916) 399-4992  
thepizzapress.com
The Pizza Press is elevating the ‘build your own pizza’ concept by creating an environment filled with ambiance, service, and, of course, pizza. Inspired by 1920s Americana newspaper, we encourage you to craft your story by “publishing” a pizza or choosing one of our signature pizzas named after major American newspapers such as “The Times”, “The Tribune”, and “The Chronicle”.

Visit SACRAMENTO
Pizza Supreme Being
1425 14th St. Ste. C // (916) 917-5559
pizzasupremebeing.com
Pizza Supreme Being Slices & Squares is your neighborhood craft pizza shop, with naturally leavened dough, custom cheese blend, organic local tomatoes. We offer whole pies, slices and squares featuring our naturally leavened dough, custom premium cheese blend and locally grown organic tomatoes.

Polanco Cantina
414 K St. Suite 240 (at DOCO) // (916) 536-7250
polancocantina.com
Polanco Cantina is a vibrant, open-air Mexican restaurant and neighborhood bar. Inspired by and named after a thriving district in Mexico City, Polanco celebrates Mexico’s cuisine and Sacramento’s diverse culinary scene. Polanco’s menu features Mexican-inspired familiar favorites prepared with local seasonal ingredients. The restaurant offers a lively bar scene featuring top-notch tequilas, craft cocktails and signature frozen margaritas, best enjoyed on our expansive outdoor patio.

Public House
1132 16th St. (corner of 16th & L Sts.) // (916) 446-0888
www.phdowntown.com
Featuring 60 beers on tap and a large American-inspired, creative menu, Firestone is the premier place to enjoy happy hour, game day entertainment and get-togethers. Featuring 16 flat screens, an unrivaled sound system and two outdoor patios, it’s the ideal sports and entertainment venue.

Public Market Bar
1230 J St. (Inside the Sheraton Grand Sacramento) // (916) 341-4100
www.sheratonsacramento.com
With plush couches and overstuffed chairs, the Public Market Bar is a great place to gather with friends or network with clients. Choose from our full menu of lunch options and specialty drinks. At night, it transforms into an elegant restaurant with a fine dining menu and an extensive wine list.

Punch Bowl Social
500 J St. (inside Kimpton Sawyer Hotel and DOCO) // (916) 925-5610
punchbowlssocial.com/location/sacramento
We are and always will be a place for people to come and be themselves. And we’ve stocked our place with a delectable collection of unequalled music, food, games, and beverages for you to enjoy as you’re being yourself. With bowling lanes, Karaoke, foosball, darts, virtual reality booths...come ready to play!

Sauced
1028 7th St. // (916) 400-4341
www.saucedbbqandspirits.com/location/sacramento
Sauced brings authentic BBQ to Northern California with excellent food, great drinks, and an unmatched Southern charm and ambiance. They want every one of their guests to become a part of their extended family and walk out with both a memorable experience and a full stomach.
Shady Lady
1409 R St // (916) 231-9121
shadyladybar.com
The setting and menu are reminiscent of America’s 1920s era with a modern feel. The Shady Lady offers a glimpse into the past, with a contemporary twist. The menu draws from the past and adds a modern twist featuring dishes consisting of many American classics and Southern inspired fare made with fresh, local ingredients.

7th Street Standard
(In Inside Hyatt Centric Downtown Sacramento)
1122 7th St. // (916) 371-7000
Find eclectic, fun, and unique West Coast-inspired fare at the 7th Street Standard, boasting savvy menu items designed to please your culinary palate. The restaurant offers breakfast, lunch, and dinner all within a warm and inviting atmosphere, and will have you coming back for more with their extensive wine list, specialty cocktails, and local brews.

Solomon’s Delicatessen
730 K St. // (916) 857-8200
solomansdelicatessen.com
Solomon’s is a nod and homage to Russ Solomon, founder of Tower Records. Solomon’s is a classic delicatessen experience, in the heart of downtown Sacramento. A place with soul, where culture, music and food is celebrated and everyone is welcome. No bagels—no life.

South
2005 11th Street // (916) 382-9722
www.weheartfriedchicken.com
South is contemporary Southern cuisine, heavy on seasonal vegetables and driven by historical inspiration. South is traditional family food, unpretentious, with no gimmicks, and no crazy science. At South we are not trying to reinvent the wheel, we are just trying to express 200 years of our family’s story on a 12” plate.

Station 16
1118 16th Street // (916) 228-4042
www.sacstation16.com/
This new addition to Midtown has much to offer with a modern industrial setting, a fresh raw oyster bar, private dining room, full bar, and an outside patio dining area. Family owned and operated, they carefully crafted a menu that features fresh seafood and simple raw preparations, with additional local produce and meats. Station 16 specializes in garlic roasted seafood served on sizzling cast iron skillets.

Tequila Museo Mayahuel
1200 K St. // (916) 441-7200
tequilamuseo.com
Tequila Museo Mayahuel showcases Mayahuel as a Cultural Museum of México. Everything at Mayahuel is a part of that Museum – from how artfully the food is presented on the plate, to the perfection of a superbly made cocktail. Mayahuel...where beauty, passion and art conspire with food and drink to cast a spell.
Tiger Bar and Restaurant
722 K Street // (916) 382-9610
tiger700block.com
Cali-Mex food, cold beer, and hand crafted cocktails are all at Tiger. Cali-Mex means creative robust tacos, nachos piled high, house-made chips and salsa, fresh guacamole made at your table, and the Golden State Burrito is guaranteed to make you smile. Hospitality from the moment you walk in is our style. We provide our guests a fun time, great food, great drinks, and great service all under great ambiance.

Tower Café
1518 Broadway, 95818 // (916) 441-0222
www.towercafe.com
Near the historic Tower Theater lies the historic Tower Cafe. Owner James Seyman founded his worldly fusion eatery on Earth Day 1990 with the intent of bringing the hearts, minds and appetites of the city's diverse population under one roof. Specialties from across the globe range from the award-winning famous French toast to Piag's Thai steak to Jamaican jerk chicken.

Vines
1209 L St. (Inside the Hyatt Regency) // (916) 321-3610
www.sacramento.regency.hyatt.com
Locally sourced fresh ingredients are blended with creative culinary efforts at this casual café. They serve breakfast and lunch, and both a la carte and buffet are available daily. Indulge in seasonal salads, handcrafted pizzas, hearty soups and more. Plus, enjoy seasonal patio dining.

YardHouse
405 K St. (at DOCO) // (916) 441-5001
www.yardhouse.com
Located in DOCO and near the Old Sacramento Waterfront. Enjoy over 100 scratch-made New American dishes and the world's largest selection of draft beer with 110 taps. There's something for everyone to enjoy for lunch, dinner, happy hour and late night dining. Visit us today to experience amazing globally-inspired dishes, classic rock, and a great Happy Hour.

Aioli Bodega Espanola
1800 L St. // (916) 447-9440
aiolibodega.com/
Enjoy Spanish cuisine in a wonderfully warm European ambience. Choose from an exceptional wine selection and great house-made specialty desserts. The menu features items like gravlax, boquerones en vinagre and zarzuela de mariscos. Host your special event at Aioli or have them cater your private event.

Alaro Craft Brewery
2004 Capitol Avenue // (916) 436-7711
www.alarobrewing.com
Brewing craft beer is our passion, with over 30 years of combined brewing experience. Our creative menu is built for experiencing the best tastes Sacramento has to offer with friends & family. We are honored to play our role in our Farm to Fork community and our head chef has curated one of the most unique menus in Midtown, Sacramento. Join us for lunch, dinner, Happy Hour or anything in between!
Azul Tequila Bar & Mexican Cuisine
1050 20th St. // (916) 447-4040
Combining authentic Mexican food with contemporary modern Mexico in an urban and sophisticated environment, “Mexican Hip” is the best way to describe Azul. The cuisine and ambience blend the traditional with the modern. Enjoy cochinita pibil, ceviche or mole poblano with your choice of over 100 tequilas.

Beast + Bounty
1701 R St. // (916) 244-4016
eatbeastandbounty.com
Located in the up and coming Ice Blocks area of R Street. Gone are the days of choosing where to eat because of what you eat. Beast + Bounty is the common denominator for the carnivores and herbivores in Sacramento—the “Beast-Eaters” + “Bounty-Lovers”. Our woodfire food program, inspired by "food of the field", will serve guests for Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner.

BAWK!
1409 R Street, Suite 102 // (916) 465-8700
bawkfriedchicken.com
Welcome to BAWK! Come in, chill, and enjoy some fried chicken and things that are delicious with fried chicken. We hope you’re inspired by the creative, positive self-expression that surrounds you, filled with love, beauty, wonder, good energy and lots of color. There’s a little “BAWK!” in all of us.

Bento Box
1101 16th Street // (916) 706-1331
bentoboxmidtown.com
Only a few blocks from the Convention Center, we are a lively, contemporary eatery serving sushi rolls & Pan-Asian plates, plus a lunch buffet. We offer an extensive Asian Fusion and Sushi menu with over 30 categories to choose from.

Blue Cue
1004 28th St. // (916) 441-6810
www.bluecue.com
With a relaxed friendly atmosphere, full bar, pool tables and lounge seating, Blue Cue is a great Sacramento bar for dining and entertainment. Join them on Tuesday nights where you can roll dice to decide your food’s price or on Wednesday night for Bar Bingo! No matter what night you’re there make sure to check out the weekly food and drink specials.

Broderick Midtown
1820 L St. // (916) 469-9720
www.broderickroadhouse.com
Our menu is scratch-made, over-the-top and shining with bright and bold flavors. We do everything the old fashioned way, and only use the highest quality ingredients. From mild to wild, our 1/2 lb. burgers & gourmet sandwiches are stacked high and full with the best ingredients. Our sides are legendary, and no-holds barred.
**Burger Patch**  
2301 K St. // (916) 750-4200  
[theburgerpatch.com](http://theburgerpatch.com)  
Burger Patch™ is the slightest nudge towards an eye opening experience of a new world of incredible plant-based food, one delicious burger at a time. Our menu has been expertly crafted to suit many tastes. If you’re used to eating meat, we think you’re going to love us and we hope you feel great for giving it a try. If you're vegetarian or vegan, then get excited because you can eat everything on our menu. Gluten-free? We have plenty of options for you. Stop on by, get to know us and try it all!

**Cantina Alley—Midtown**  
2320 Jazz Alley // (916) 970-5588  
[cantinaalley.com](http://cantinaalley.com)  
Upbeat, modern destination for Mexican street food & cocktails served on a bustling patio. Offering the most authentic Cantina experience. From Mexican Craft Beers to using fruit as the canvas to our cocktails to our signature Street "Elotes" and our Mexican street art. We are not only a Cantina, but “La Cantina” where we give you the opportunity to live traditions of our beloved Mexico!

**Centro Cocina Mexicana**  
2730 J St. // (916) 442-2552  
[centrococina.com](http://centrococina.com)  
A staple in the Sacramento dining scene for over 18 years, Centro Cocina Mexicana offers the finest regional Mexican cuisine in a festive and colorful atmosphere. Located on the bustling corner of 28th & J streets, Centro has remained one of the best Midtown Sacramento Mexican restaurants due to its commitment to fresh, authentic cuisine, its extensive list of tequilas (more than 150) and margaritas, as well as a friendly, energetic staff.

**Chicago Fire Pizza**  
2416 J St. // (916) 443-0440  
[chicagofire.com](http://chicagofire.com)  
Local family owned chain of restaurants serving Chicago style pizza with a Sacramento hometown feel. Their menu offers deep dish pizzas, sandwiches and “Fiery” foods such as Extra Hot Wings and spicy Italian Sausage and their signature Hot Italian Beef. A casual place for socializing when dining out and having a little more “table time” to relax.

**Chando’s Cantina**  
805 15th St. // (916) 400-3929  
[www.chandoscantina.com](http://www.chandoscantina.com)  
Chando’s Cantina’s Mission is to create authentic delicious traditional dishes that are created and handcrafted with fresh ingredients to delight each customer’s palate and experience. Authentic Margaritas, Micheladas and craft cocktails all enhance your Chando’s Cantina experience. Only blocks from the Convention Center and Memorial Auditorium.
**Chipotle Mexican Grill**  
1831 Capitol Ave. // (916) 444-8940  
[www.chipotle.com](http://www.chipotle.com)  
Making delicious food that you can order, pick up, and eat quickly actually takes quite a bit of time and preparation. All of the food at Chipotle is prepared using classic culinary techniques – no shortcuts. Chipotle carefully designs each of their restaurants to create a unique dining experience fundamentally different than you would get with traditional fast food.

**Cornerstone Restaurant**  
2326 J St. // (916) 441-0948  
[www.eatcornerstone.net](http://www.eatcornerstone.net)  
Sacramento’s Cornerstone Restaurant has received more than one citywide recognition as the “best place to eat breakfast.” All the restaurants in this family-owned enterprise share the same business philosophy – offer a combination of great food and plenty of it at very affordable prices.

**Crepeville**  
1730 L St. // (916) 444-1100  
In the Heart of midtown, this special place is a must for crepe lovers. The extensive menu gives patrons a chance to get plenty creative. With outdoor seating and dining room seating options; this is a great place to spend a lazy morning or afternoon.

**Ernesto’s Mexican Food**  
1901 16th St. at S St. // (916) 441-5850  
[www.ernestosmexicanfood.com](http://www.ernestosmexicanfood.com)  
Consistently voted among the best in outdoor seating and margaritas, Ernesto’s can turn a casual meal into a festivity. Feast on some of the capital’s best *carnitas*. Good hospitality begins with fresh guacamole and extends to flavorful recipes that prohibit lard, promoting heart health!

**Federalist Public House**  
2009 Matsui Alley // (916) 661-6134  
[federalistpublichouse.com](http://federalistpublichouse.com)  
One of Sacramento’s newest, hippest hangouts, Federalist is the West Coast’s premiere shipping container restaurant. Built out of 7 shipping containers, Federalist service wood-fired pizza and local craft beer. With communal tables and a bocce court, it is a great place to enjoy time with friends.

**The Golden Bear**  
2326 K St. // (916) 441-2242  
[goldenbear916.com](http://goldenbear916.com/)  
Sacramento’s friendly midtown bar serves up great cocktails and draught beers as well as one of the best Happy Hour menus in town. Lunch, dinner and weekend brunch are served weekly with daily rotating specials. Stop in and see why it’s good to be a friend of The Bear.
Hook & Ladder Manufacturing
1630 S St. // (916) 442-4885
hookandladder916.com/
Hook & Ladder Manufacturing Co. represents the bountiful harvest California has to offer and the proud Sacramento history that they continue to help shape. Embracing local farms, ranches, breweries and wineries in both their kitchen and bar, they’ve brought in the finest chefs, bartenders and serving staff to provide an exceptional customer experience that demonstrates hometown pride.

Ike’s Sandwiches
1420 16th St., Ste. 100 // (916) 619-8777
loveandsandwiches.com
Putting the customer’s happiness first is what sets Ike’s Love and Sandwiches apart from the rest. When you come to Ike’s, it is our goal to make you feel like the unique individual that you are. If that isn’t enough to set us aside, did I mention “Ike’s Dirty Secret Sauce” is spread on every sandwich and baked right into the bread? With over 500 sandwiches to choose from, no wonder why we’re the best sandwich shop in town! Mmmmm... are you hungry yet?

Ink Eats and Drinks
2730 N St. // (916) 456-2800
www.inkeats.com
After a night on the town, this is a great late-night lively hangout. With updated pub grub & craft cocktails, they offer American bistro style dining, in a tattoo-themed interior.

Jack’s Urban Eats
1230 20th St. // (916) 444-0307
jacksurbaneats.com
Jacks is an urban cafeteria, serving award winning, farm fresh affordable meals in a hip and laidback atmosphere. The friendly and talented staff has been hand crafting salads, sandwiches, and plates since 1998 and is proudly recognized as an innovator of California’s farm-to-table movement.

Jungle Bird
2516 J St. // (916) 476-3280
junglebird.virb.com
The Jungle Bird is a tropical escape right in the heart of Midtown Sacramento. With an extensive rum selection, paradise inspired decor and delicious island cuisine, The Jungle Bird will be your new favorite destination! #letsgettropical. Check out the happenings on our Social Media!

Kiki’s Chicken Place
1901 J St. // (916) 318-8119
kikischicken.com
A great new addition to downtown and midtown casual eats. Known for their chicken and waffles, wings, and Kiki’s Fries. At Kiki’s they strive to serve the best fried chicken in the area. Just plain and simple great Fried Chicken with their unique homemade family recipe that will keep you coming back for more.
**Kasbah Moroccan Lounge**  
2115 J St. adjacent to Tapa the World // (916) 442-4388  
[www.kasbahlounge.com](http://www.kasbahlounge.com)  
Kasbah is an oasis filled with rich fabrics and pillows, a handmade brass bar, warm, subtle lighting, and fine Middle Eastern music. A belly dancer or tribal troupe punctuate the ambiance nightly. They offer a unique selection of interesting sipping spirits, over 500 fine wines, Turkish Coffee, and top-notch teas. Hookah pipes are available on the patio.

**Kupros Craft House**  
1217 21st St. // (916) 440-0401  
[www.kuproschrafthouse.com](http://www.kuproschrafthouse.com)  
Kupros Craft House is Sacramento’s premier craft style bar and grill situated in a classic 1910 Craftsman structure. Renovated in 2010 with the ultimate goal of creating a one of a kind environment that captures the charm and excitement of Sacramento’s robust midtown area. We serve the very best craft beers and cocktails with an eclectic menu of elevated bar classics with a true hometown feel.

**Localis**  
2031 S St. // (916) 737-7699  
[www.localissacramento.com](http://www.localissacramento.com)  
Localis focuses on fostering relationships with local farmers, curating the best of what’s most delicious at this very moment. Hyper-seasonal ingredients are showcased with precise technique and attention to detail; balanced with a love of big flavors and desire to share them with you. Wine is a top priority at Localis, as they’ve painstakingly curated a selection of wines perfect to pair with your meal. Michelin 2019 Michelin Plate recipient.

**LowBrau**  
1050 20th St. // (916) 706-2636  
[www.lowbrausacramento.com](http://www.lowbrausacramento.com)  
LowBrau is a gourmet sausage kitchen and beer hall located in the heart of Midtown. They source the finest sausages from across the region and offer a wide selection of German, Belgian and American craft beers. LowBrau is also home to one of the most unique bar programs featuring authentic schnapps cocktails. They don’t take themselves very seriously, so relax, share a laugh, and enjoy.

**Mendocino Farms**  
1610 R St. Suite 125 // (916) 368-5400  
[mendocinofarms.com](http://mendocinofarms.com)  
Your neighborhood Mendocino Farms Sandwich Market is so much more than just a place to get a great sandwich. It is a gathering place for coworkers and friends, where each person who walks through the door is treated like family. It is a place where you can learn about new ingredients and trust where the food came from and how it was prepared. It is a place that cares more about its team members, guests, and local vendors than it does about its profits. At Mendocino Farms, we don’t just sell sandwiches. WE SELL HAPPY!

**Mulvaney's Building & Loan**  
1215 19th St. // (916) 441-6022  
[www.mulvaneyssl.com](http://www.mulvaneyssl.com)  
New American cuisine showcases seasonal organic produce and meats from local growers. Expect a memorable and decadent dining experience. The elegant and historic firehouse seats up to 100 inside with additional space on the patio and the attached banquet hall. Michelin 2019 Michelin Plate recipient.
**The Old Spaghetti Factory**
1910 J St. // (916) 443-2862
www.osf.com
The Old Spaghetti Factory is a fun place for the whole family, offering a variety of food from spaghetti and lasagna to chicken dishes and an extensive kids’ menu. The venue is adorned with antique lighting, intricate stained-glass displays and an old-fashioned trolley car, transporting guests to another world. The Old Spaghetti Factory wants families to feel as at home in their restaurant as they do in their own dining rooms. Great for large parties/banquets.

**Paesanos**
1806 Capitol Ave. // (916) 447-8646
www.paesanos.biz/midtown
For over 15 years, Paesanos has been delighting guests with great Italian and eclectic fare at affordable prices. Paesanos has established itself as both a neighborhood standby and a special occasion spot. The bustling energy of the busy dining room and aromas of garlic and pizza baking in the brick oven are reminiscent of the urban dining spots in San Francisco’s North Beach.

**Paragary’s Bar and Oven**
1401 28th St. // (916) 457-5737
paragarysmidtown.com
Paragary’s was the first Sacramento restaurant to introduce a style of cooking based on local, seasonal products over 30 years ago. The cooking of northern Italy and southern France inspires simple preparations from the wood-burning oven and charcoal grill. The full bar and compact wine list consists of mostly Northern Californian varietals that complement the frequently changing menu.

**The Porch Restaurant and Bar**
1815 K St. // (916) 444-2423
www.theporchrestaurantandbar.com
Located in the heart of Midtown, The Porch serves southern-influenced, down-home low country cuisine. With a heavy emphasis on local ingredients to ensure the freshest, best-tasting, highest quality experience possible, the menu is sure to satisfy your taste buds and leave you smiling. Join them for weekend brunch, happy hour or late night social hour.

**Pushkins Restaurant**
1813 Capitol Ave. // (916) 823-5520
pushkinskitchen.com
Pushkin’s, originally Sacramento’s exclusive wheat/gluten and dairy-free bakery, has opened up their new gluten free restaurant. With all of the baked goods gluten free, feel free to indulge in sandwiches, burgers, and baked goods without any worry. The restaurant also offers vegan options. Currently open for breakfast and lunch.

**Ricks Dessert Diner**
2401 J St. // (916) 444-0969
ricksdessertdiner.com
Rick’s Dessert Diner has more than 285 varieties of European and American desserts, all made fresh daily from “scratch.” Voted Best of Sacramento for Dessert every year since 1986! After work, after dinner or a show, bring your friends and family and soak up Rick’s retro diner atmosphere. We’re also open late to serve your sweet tooth!
The Rind
1801 L St., Suite 40 // (916) 441-RIND (7463)
www.therindsacramento.com
The Rind is a cheese-centric bar where you can experience unique and inspiring artisanal cheeses paired with delightful and complex wines and beers. Cheese Enthusiasts finally have a place in Sacramento to explore cheeses from buttery to blue, nutty to stinky, with no pretention. Indulge in classic and "grown up" grilled cheese sandwiches or mac & cheese.

Streets
1804 J St. // (916) 498-1388
streetspubandgrub.com
Located in midtown and inspired by the legacy of the local Public House, Streets Pub & Grub embodies the energy of Sacramento with the laid back atmosphere of your living room. Designed with a relaxed approach to good food and alcohol in mind.

Sawosdees Thai Cuisine
1830 J St. // (916) 329-8678
sawasdee916.com
At Sawasdee Thai Cuisine we specialize in traditional Thai cuisine. We use the freshest ingredients and house made sauces to provide our diners with the most authentic Thai experience.

Tank House BBQ & Bar
1925 J St. // (916) 431-7199
tankhousebbq.com
Tank House is Sacramento-family owned and operated, and features a full bar and classic BBQ food, including brisket, ribs, greens and mac n’ cheese. They highlight a wide array of local craft beers and have a large outdoor patio that backs up to the historic water tank of midtown, built in 1881. Come on down and join them for a friendly, welcoming atmosphere where you’ll feel right at home!

Tapa the World
2115 J St. // (916) 442-4353
www.tapattheworld.com
The tradition of tapas began in the south of Spain around the turn of the century when tavern owners placed a slice of bread over the top of the glass of wine to protect it from airborne objects. The edible lid (tapa) became a tradition that was always included in the price of the drink. It is Tapa’s goal to provide the food, wine and music of Spain in a warm, fun and welcoming atmosphere. Tapas serves award winning sangria, has outdoor dining and nightly live guitar.

Thai Basil
2431 J St. // (916) 442-7690
www.thaibasilrestaurant.com
With an imaginative and delectable assortment of Thai dishes and a hand selected wine list, Thai Basil restaurant is listed annually as the best of Sacramento. So whether it’s a night out, an office get-together or a family reunion, Thai Basil is a premier choice for food enthusiasts. Mild to hot, vegetarian or not, everything sings with exciting flavors. Also available for catering and private parties, they feature homemade curries, fresh noodles and daily specials.
**Tres Hermanas**  
2416 K St. // (916) 443-6919  
www.treshermanasonk.com  
Tres Hermanas serves delicious northern Mexican food with both indoor and outdoor seating. The three sisters who started the restaurant are originally from Chihuahua, Mexico, and the menu includes dishes such as mouth watering Carnitas, rich Mole Poblano, and traditional tacos and enchiladas. Their famous cilantro dressing will have you coming back for more.

**Vegan Deadly Sins**  
900 15th St. // (916) 389-0669  
www.vegandeadlysins.com  
Vegan Deadly Sins is the creation of a family owned and operated team. Their "Vegan meets Chinese Cuisine" restaurant has a diverse and flavorful menu that draws specific inspiration from Buddhist roots. The menu is based on high-quality, healthy and environmentally friendly ingredients.

**The Waterboy**  
2000 Capitol Ave. // (916) 498-9891  
waterboyrestaurant.com  
A cozy restaurant providing great service and delicious food since 1996, Waterboy features a monthly changing menu inspired mostly by the beautiful cuisines of northern Italy and southern France. They boast a terrific wine list with lots of interesting options and a full bar featuring classic cocktails and aperitifs.

**Zelda's**  
1415 21st St. // (916) 447-1400  
www.zeldagourmetpizza.com  
Zelda's gourmet pizza is skillfully prepared by the chef who uses authentic Italian recipes, demanding only the finest ingredients. The carefully selected fresh Italian sausage, choice tomatoes and flavorful spices combine with sizzling hot mozzarella and parmesan cheese to create a gourmet dish unsurpassed this side of Chicago.

**Zocalo**  
1801 Capitol Ave. // (916) 441-0303  
zocalosacramento.com  
Inspired by the majestic town square of Mexico City, Zocalo boldly casts a contemporary eye towards a distinguished future while subtly hinting of its proud heritage. For hundreds of years, Zocalo has been the center of political and social gatherings in Mexico. Offering a stylish yet substantial spot that embraces that spirit, this Zocalo is destined to live up to its heritage. Michelin 2019 Michelin Plate recipient.

**Plant Power Fast Food**  
1100 R Street // (916) 794-5027  
plantpowerfastfood.com  
Serving vegan fast food favorites which require substantially less resources to craft.
The best things in life belong together, much like food and wine. Allora is the dream of a sommelier and a chef; husband and wife. Two partners who love Sacramento and are infatuated with Italy. Featuring over 250 wines, fresh pasta made daily, and a commitment to sustainable seafood, we invite you into our home. Allora is the best of where we are from, of what we’ve experienced, and what is yet to come.

Grab a seat and stay awhile. Canon offers a shareable, seasonal menu in a welcoming space. Open for indoor and patio dining as well as a to-go menu online.

Carefully crafted menu focused on using the best ingredients from small farms and local purveyors, Hawsk Provisions & Public House offers dinner, lunch and brunch menus that offer a wide range of shareable dishes and a well edited selection of entrees. In addition, Public House boasts a full bar emphasizing local beers and craft cocktails.

A contemporary Japanese cuisine restaurant, Kru seeks to interpret the guest’s intent, palate, mood and occasion through their technique and passion. Kru delivers their product by way of single-hearted, two-way engagement and hospitality — Omotenashi. The customer is part of their crew who is of one goal—to share in a culinary experience that pushes the envelope of imagination and possibility.

Limelight offers great beer, tasty cocktails and food with local charm from some of the best bartenders in Sacramento. Serving breakfast, lunch and dinner daily in a versatile atmosphere, Limelight will make for an excellent outing any day of the week.

OBO’ Italian Table and Bar draws inspiration from the simple, nourishing flavors and seasonal cooking traditions of rustic Italy. Hand prepared artisan comfort food that feeds the soul. Features an extensive menu for dine in or take out all day as well as a full bar, patio seating, grab and go, and catering.
Origami Asian Grill
4801 Folsom Blvd. // (916) 400-3075
www.origamiasiangrill.com
A super fast-casual restaurant that showcases the bounty of local produce, dairy and meats available. Also offering high end dining experience on the weekends that showcase the best culinary talent in the region.

Selland’s Market Café East Sacramento
5340 H Street // (916) 736-3333
www.sellands.com
High quality, handcrafted foods—entrees, sides, sandwiches, salads, soups and pizzas. Includes a full service bakery and wine shop. The food is delicious, the wine is flowing and the vibe is convivial and buzzing.